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Riding the Rapld:To combat increases in gas prices and travel costs, the Rapids has begun their 20-year plan which will include more frequent stops and extended route times.
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RAPID MAKES PROGRESS IN 20-YEAR PLAN
BY EMELIE MILNIKEL
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
C
hanges within the Rapid bus 
system, including extended 
route times and more fre­
quent stops, have been going on for 
over two years, but are only the first 
few steps in a 20-year project meant 
to combat anticipated increases in 
gas prices and travel cost.
Some of those route and time 
changes became effective Aug. 27, 
the first day of school for Grand Val­
ley State University students, when
a total of 26,534 commuters came 
to and from GVSU on the bus.
Some student riders said the 
changes were not well-advertised 
and caused undue inconveniences.
"The only negative side to 
the bus change that I have ex­
perienced recently and heard 
other students reiterate is the 
fact that the 50 [route] now 
goes all the way to central sta­
tion," senior Taylor Moore said. 
"I and a packed bus of GV stu­
dents made this mistake yester­
day when the bus took us to the
central bus station, making the 
bus ride nearly a 45 to 50 min­
ute process. I think the fact that 
so many people made this mis­
take and were confused further 
proves that advertising about the 
changes is really important, es­
pecially since the 50 route is so 
important for GV students.”
Mark Rambo, Pew Campus op­
erations manager, said the changes 
are meant to improve the quality 
of transportation experienced by 
the GVSU community. The ad­
justments are effected "to create
seamless connectivity between the 
GVSU routes and the greater Rap­
id Network. All faculty, staff, and 
students now have direct access to 
the entire Rapid Network."
The first step to the new devel­
opments for the bus system started 
back in May 2011 when the Rapid 
asked voters in six cities—Grand 
Rapids, Grandville, Kentwood, 
Walker, East Grand Rapids and 
Wyoming—to vote for a tax in­
crease on their local voting ballot.
The millage increased by .35 
mills, which translates to an ad­
ditional $26.25 each year for the 
average homeowner, after Grand 
Rapids and East Grand Rapids 
outvoted the suburban voters of 
the other, nay-saying cities by 
136 votes. The additional funds 
will cover the first five years of 
the Rapid’s reconstruction plan.
The approximated cost for im­
provements made in the first five 
years is $3.7 million, which would 
increase weekday bus frequencies, 
lengthen the running time of routes,
SEE RAPID, A3
Online classes push GV into Digital Age
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
As the push into the Digital Age continues, 
it’s only natural that Grand Valley State Uni­
versity is picking up the trend and using its 
paperless resources to save time and money.
Phillip Batty of Institutional Analy­
sis said the number of hybrid and online 
courses has steadily increased from nine in 
2002, to 39 in 2007 and now 116 in 2012.
Fred Antczak, dean of the College of Lib­
eral Arts and Sciences, said he thinks hybrid 
classes will continue to increase in volume as 
the university progresses.
"GVSU will probably do more hybrid 
classes, where part of the work is online 
and 50 percent or more is face-to-face, be­
cause more and more of our students come 
to college having learned from electronic 
sources,” Antczak said.
Chemistry professor Cory DiCarlo has 
already begun experimenting with hybrid 
learning. This fall, DiCarlo implemented a 
new, “flipped” teaching plan to his Chemis­
try 116 course in which he posts his lectures 
online in video format to preserve the four 
traditional "lecture” periods for more in- 
depth and interactive work.
“The main premise is that traditional lec­
ture, where a professor sits in front of a class­
room and talks at the students for 50 minutes, 
is not the best use of face-to-face time,” he 
said. "The hypothesis here is that since this
style of teaching is such a passive experience 
for the students, that students won’t get a sig­
nificantly different experience if they view this 
type of content online instead of in person.”
DiCarlo cited three advantages to the 
digital lecture style: first, students can 
watch the presentation at any time they 
are prepared to learn; second, students 
can pause or rewind the lectures to work 
sample problems or review segments; and 
third, maintaining the lectures online opens 
up class time for more interactive learning.
The more frequent opportunities to 
interact with the professor and other stu­
dents is one of the enticing characteristics 
that distinguishes flipped classrooms from 
traditional lectures, the DiCarlo said. He 
added that education research consistently 
supports the idea that active participation 
in class is a more effective learning meth­
od for students than soaking in a lecture. 
This feature, in particular, helps generate 
a deeper understanding of material and an 
increase in learning retention.
Antczak added that the asynchronous 
learning style might better accommodate stu­
dents managing difficult personal schedules.
Despite the foreseen benefits of online 
or hybrid learning, courses relying on the 
Internet do have their challenges.
“Online courses are not cheap and easy, 
from either end,” Antczak said. “They re-
SEE ONLINE, A3
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Speech Labs 
help student 
presentations
BY UZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
From English majors aspiring to lead academic lec­
tures to future doctors looking to communicate with 
patients, the ability to speak effectively is unarguably 
important.
“Forbes just released this list that says that of the top 
five skills that they want undergraduates to be trained 
in, the ability to speak in public is one of them, and 
they think it’s the skill that students are least prepared 
for,” said Danielle Leek, professor of communications 
at Grand Valley State University.
With a perceived need for speech resources, Leek 
worked to survey over 500 undergraduates at GVSU to 
evaluate their strengths, weaknesses and speech hab­
its. The result led her, with support from the School of 
Communications and Dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, to develop the much-needed Speech 
Lab to help students develop skills that make them 
more employable.
“Grand Valley is really behind the trend on this,” 
Leek said. “Speaking centers have existed—they’re 
oftentimes called communications centers—and they 
exist on campuses all over the country, and they’ve re-
SEE SPEECH LAB, A3
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Tuition Refund Deadline
All students looking to register late, add or drop cours­
es and receive a 100 percent tuition refund at Grand Val­
ley State University must do so by 5 p.m. on Aug. 31. 
After the deadline, students have until Sept. 21 to drop 
courses and receive a 75 percent tuition refund. Ques­
tions can be directed to the registrar's office at regdept® 
gvsu.edu or 616-331-3327.
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President Haas urges freshman to attend 
GVSU full time
A recent examination of student loan data release by 
Grand Valley State University shows that GVSU students 
who completed their degree in four years had less debt 
than the national average, with nearly 40 percent of those 
students having no debt at all.
"Getting a four year degree is the most cost effective 
thing a student can do...we are committed to making the 
path to graduation smoother at Grand Valley," President 
Thomas J. Haas told students.
* According to the data, 95 percent of students at GVSU 
received some type of financial assistance from the uni­
versity for the 2011-2012 school year, and the amount of gift 
aid for those students averaged around $3,000.
Artwork Wanted
, The Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholar­
ship at Grand Valley State University is looking for stu­
dent art work submissions that are representative of 
GVSU's creativity, scholarship and research for the 2013 
Student Scholars Day abstract book cover competition. 
The winning artist will receive a $500 scholarship for the 
3013 winter semester. Past covers have included themes 
such as transformation, integration and sustainability.
■j; Any GVSU student is eligible to enter the contest, but 
submissions should be sent electronically to ours@gvsu. 
edu by Nov. 9 and include a 100-word statement describ­
ing the artwork, as well as a photograph of the artist.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or 
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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GV increases financial aid by $2.8M
One-time state appropriation applied to scholarships, 
financial assistance for students will help GVSU aid
BY SAMANTHA BUTCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER
T
he Michigan budget for the 
2012-2013 fiscal year increased 
funding for higher education by 
$362 million, but the one-time appro­
priation has had a limited impact on 
universities.
Despite receiving an additional $2.8 
million from the state, Matt McLogan, vice 
president of university relations at GVSU, 
said the money did not impact GVSU’s op­
erating budget for the academic year.
“The state appropriation for the current 
academic year is the same as it was last 
year,” McLogan said. “...What we did 
get was $2.8 million in one-time funding 
that we’ve used to increase the amount 
of student financial aid. So it has not had 
a direct impact on the regular operating 
budget, but it does allow us and did allow 
us to hand out additional student financial 
aid this fall.”
GVSU received $52.6 million in state 
aid in addition to the one-time, perfor­
mance-based grant. The money makes 
up 17 percent erf the university’s $285 
million general fund budget, compared to 
two-thirds erf the budget twenty years ago. 
The rest of the budget is paid for through 
student tuition dollars, with special proj­
ects like the Mary Idema Pew Library 
Learning and Information Commons be­
ing funded through private donations.
“The state cut Grand Valley’s appro­
priation last year by 15 percent, and that 
reduction remains in effect this year, be­
cause the additional funding is one-time 
money,” McLogan said. “The result erf 
that is that every year, the state appro­
priation constitutes less and less of our 
annual operating budget.”
McLogan said the funds GVSU re­
ceives from the state are earmarked for fi­
nancial aid,debt service,classroom build­
ing and capital maintenance projects.
“In that way, the state funding has a di-
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Fight for funding: PresidentThomas J. 
Haas speaks at GVSU convocation.
rect impact on students and the classrooms 
in which they study, but we no longer use 
state appropriation to operate the univer­
sity or pay salaries,” McLogan said.
GVSU received the fourth-highest 
spending boost from the grant, which 
takes effect Oct. 1.
The budget increased funding to uni­
versities across the state by $362 million 
overall, with $9 million, or 25 percent, 
of the money contingent on universities 
keeping tuition hikes below 4 percent, 
a condition each of the universities met. 
Tuition at GVSU rose 3.7 percent, or an 
average of $181 per semester.
Despite the additional aid, GVSU re­
tains its distinction of having the lowest 
per-student appropriations in Michigan.
“Grand Valley has the lowest per-stu- 
dent funding in the state and nearly the 
lowest in the nation,” President Thomas 
J. Haas said in a statement after the Board 
of Trustees set tuition in July. “The chal­
lenge is clear. We are increasing financial 
aid beyond the increase in tuition and
we’re keeping our tuition rate below the 
state average for public universities.”
To view the GVSU 2012-13 general 
fund budget, visit www.gvsu.edu/budgets.
sbutcher@ lanthorn rom
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GV security warns against on-campus theft
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Safety first: Grand Valley State University police officers patrol the Allendale campus in one of GVPD's patrol cars.
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR
As students return to classes for 
the fall semester, some will do so 
not knowing the differences between 
Grand Valley State University’s Al­
lendale Campus and the Pew Campus 
- and if you ask Russell Wolff, direc­
tor of the Pew Campus Security and 
Regional Centers, there is one.
Wolff said security is a major differ­
ence between the two campuses, rest­
ing largely on the type and training of 
the officers present on each campus.
“The difference between our de­
partment and Grand Valley Police De­
partment is that they are sworn officers 
which means they have arrest powers,”
%/intfjorn
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Wolff said. “We are just security offi­
cers, we are just civilians and we don’t 
have any arrest powers. We are no dif­
ferent than anyone else except that we 
provide a service for the university.”
Wolff said that the Pew Campus 
Security team is comprised of 10 full­
time security officers along with three 
part-time officers who provide 24-hour, 
365-day-a-year coverage erf the campus.
“We are first contact with the peo­
ple on campus and we are a deterrent 
because of the uniform,” Wolff said. 
“But we are kind of a catch-all. If peo­
ple don’t want to call the police, they 
can call us and we will guide them 
through the process, and if we need 
to get police involved then we call the 
Grand Rapids Police Department.’’
This differs from security at the Al­
lendale Campus, which is made up of 
16 full-time officers who work for the 
university and help students at a dis­
counted rate. GVPD officers have the 
authority to arrest suspects and are all 
licensed law enforcement members.
“Our officers report to all sorts of 
crimes,” said Capt. Brandon DeHaan, 
assistant director of the Grand Valley 
Police Department. “We are respon­
sive on the campus and we work di­
rectly with the students, staff and fac­
ulty at the school.”
Wolff said that although there are dif­
ferences between the two departments, 
he thinks it’s important to provide a re­
minder to students that both are there for 
the same reason - to protect and provide 
a safe environment for GVSU students. 
As far as safety measures go, Wolff said 
he talks to students a lot about pedestrian 
precautions on the different campuses.
“I go to orientation and beat the same 
drum every year,” Wolff said. “I talk 
about how traffic at the Pew Campus 
is different than at the Allendale Cam­
pus. Cars downtown do not yield for 
pedestrians like they do in Allendale.” 
Other unique situations that students may 
encounter on the Pew Campus include 
the homeless population that returns to 
campus in the fall, as well as theft, or 
larceny, that happens in the parking lots; 
instances where, Wolff said, individuals 
will walk throughout the parking lots, 
looking for unlocked cars.
“Don’t leave anything in your car 
of value,” Wolff said. “People leave 
stuff laying in the open and when you 
get out of class, it’s gone.”
He also said that leaving valuables 
out around campus, even if a student 
is just leaving for a moment to use the 
restroom and get a drink of whater, can 
still be dangerous and result in theft.
“There are a couple of sugges­
tions, one being to take your stuff 
with you,” Wolff said. “The other is 
to find someone else, a study buddy 
and say, ‘Hey, I’m going to get up, 
can you watch my stuff for me?”’
In order for Pew Campus Secu­
rity and GVPD to provide adequate 
protection for the university, they are 
both equipped with officers on foot, on 
bike, in the car and also by Segway.
Both departments encourage 
students and staff to report crimes, 
something DeHaan said students 
should do immediately.
“If students are a victim of a crime, 
call the office and report the crime 
right way,” DeHaan said.
associate @ lanthorn jcom
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SPEECH LABS
CONTINUED FROM A1
ally been operational 
since about the 1970s with a 
real increase in the number 
of communication centers 
in the 1990s and 2000s. We 
are actually one of the larg­
est public universities to not 
have a resource like this on 
campus. So it was time. It 
was really well passed time 
for us to do something like 
this.”
Two student directors 
run the Speech Lab and su­
pervise a trained staff of all 
undergraduate tutors. Each 
tutor has successfully com­
pleted the Communications 
201 speech class and ex­
tensive additional training 
that requires them to learn 
advanced public speaking 
techniques, as well as ef­
fective ways to mentor and 
coach other students with 
speaking.
Senior Bridgett Van- 
derhoof, who worked as 
a speech tutor during the 
pilot phase of the project 
and is now one of the stu­
dent directors of the Speech 
Lab, said one of the biggest 
challenges so far is diagnos­
ing each client’s needs and 
which stage of the speech­
making process can be im­
proved.
Another difficulty is as­
sisting clients with perfor­
mance anxiety and help­
ing people gain confidence 
in speaking with a group. 
Despite these challenges, 
though, Vanderhoof said she 
saw visible improvements 
in the clients she has helped 
so far.
Students seeking assis­
tance from the lab can re­
ceive tutoring with writing, 
delivery or both.
Those looking to polish 
delivery techniques can re­
hearse in front of a tutor, or 
record a practiced version of 
the speech and then watch 
a video of it to determine 
where improvements can be 
made.
Leek said the Speech 
Lab—which is not meant to 
improvespeechimpediments 
but methods for speech writ­
ing and delivery—is not as 
large as the Writing Center, 
but is fashioned in a similar 
model in that students can 
make appointments to meet 
individually with tutors.
Students need not have a 
class assignment to use the 
Speech Lab.
‘‘Our tutors are trained to 
help people with wedding
" We want to make sure 
that we 're really good 
at what we do before we 
add additional services."
DANIELLE LEEK
COMMUNICATIONS PROFESSOR
toasts, we’re trained to help 
people with giving an award 
presentation, accepting an 
award, religious services, 
speaking in front of a stu­
dent organization like a fra­
ternity or sorority, any one 
of those kind of speeches,” 
Leek said.
The professor said many 
other institutions offer help 
with interpersonal commu­
nication, interviews, nego­
tiations, conflict resolution 
and workplace communica­
tion, but GVSU only offers 
speech assistance at present 
time. Leek does look to add 
these additional services in 
the future, though.
In fact, Leek foresees 
much growth from the proj­
ect in the future.
Now centralized in 240 
Lake Superior Hall, the 
Speech Lab may expand 
within the next few years to 
include resources in living 
centers or the new library.
Also, while presently 
available to undergraduates 
only, Leek said she hopes 
to open the resource to a 
broader population at a later 
date.
“We want to make sure 
that we’re really good at 
what we do first before we 
add additional services, so 
right now we have under­
graduate tutors tutoring un­
dergraduate students, and 
our hope is that in the future 
we expand to graduate stu­
dents, that we could become 
a resource for faculty land) 
improve their speaking 
skills, and also as a resource 
for the community,” Leek 
said.
With Vanderhoof and 
three other student tutors, 
Leek led a small pilot proj­
ect in winter 2012 to cri­
tique a few classes in which 
students delivered speeches.
KAITLYN BOWMAN | GVL
Free speech: For students looking for help with public speaking, the Speech Lab has student 
tutors available to provide guidance before stepping in front of the classroom for the first time.
After a successful first se­
mester, the group worked 
with some Communications 
201 classes over the sum­
mer as well as some McNair 
Scholars. Now, the resource 
is available to all undergrad­
uate students.
Since its inception, the 
Speech Lab has helped most 
of its clients improve their 
grades on speech assign­
ments.
“It has definitely been 
as valuable as we thought 
it was going to be, so we 
can show statistically that 
students who come and 
practice their speech in the 
Speech Lab do better on 
their speech assignments in 
terms of grade than students 
who don’t,” Leek said. “Stu­
dents in the spring and sum­
mer sections of COM 201 
(Speech) were asked to go 
to the Speech Lab as part of 
their course assignments. Of 
the 45 students represented, 
those that visited the speech 
lab at least 2 times to get 
help on their speech assign-
ONLINE
CONTINUED FROM A1
quire a lot of work from the teacher, and great dis­
cipline and persistence from the student (the appalling 
graduation rates of online universities testify to that).”
DiCarlo agreed that his students will find the new 
learning format challenging.
“You could come to a lecture at 8 a.m. and half pay 
attention,” he said. “You can’t come to my class and half 
participate with this different format. There is also a 
shifting of time spent on the course as students are both 
attending lecture class times during the week and having 
to view and digest the video lectures on top of that.”
DiCarlo added that even with the additional require­
ment to view lectures outside of class, students should 
spend no more time involved in a flipped course than 
they do in a traditional course, since those who actively 
participate during class spend a reduced amount of time 
reading the textbook to understand course material.
However, Antczak warned that online methods should
ERIC COULTER | GVL
Ride the Rapids: To provide easier transportation for GVSU students, the Rapids has changed routes and dropoffs for students.
RAPID
CONTINUED FROM A1
and add Bus Rapid Tran­
sit — a new bus system — on 
Division Avenue.
One of the most innova­
tive parts to the changes will 
be the Silver Line Rapid 
Transit, which is a Bus 
Rapid Transit bus. Accord­
ing to RideTheRapid.org, it 
is a higher capacity, higher, 
speed and more cost effec­
tive public transit system 
than those used in the past. 
The BRT system has been
proven to be highly effec­
tive and a huge profit gener­
ator in cities like Pittsburgh, 
Ottawa and Boston, where 
they have taken in up to 300, 
650 and 700 million dollars, 
respectively, from develop­
ment around the stations.
The positive effects of the 
plan include convenience, 
efficiency and an all-around 
more attractive ride option 
for commuters. According to 
RideTheRapid.org. the new 
transit system and all of the 
changes that will be taking 
place might just be the an­
swer to these problems.
The bus systems are also 
a much more cost efficient 
way of travel compared to 
driving one’s own car. Ac­
cording to the National 
Transit Database, the bus 
system is 23 percent less ex­
pensive per hour and 18 per­
cent less expensive per mile 
compared to other forms of 
transportation, such as driv­
ing one’s car.
Even with these statis­
tics, though. Moore said 
she started to drive her 
own car more to go down­
town her junior year due to 
frustration with the buses 
not being on time. When 
asked about the new chang­
es and her opinion, she 
said. “I think that the shift 
to the bus stopping more 
frequently might resolve 
some of the problems, es­
pecially during peak hours 
when the bus is packed as 
there are large masses of 
crowds just waiting for the 
next one.”
assistant news® 
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ments averaged a total of 11 
points higher on their total 
speech grades than those 
that did not.”
Sessions take about 25 
minutes and are scheduled 
by appointment only, but 
students can request a same- 
day meeting. The lab is open 
Monday through Thursday 
with occasional Friday and 
weekend hours, and it will
also host a few drop-in clin­
ics in living centers during 
the year.
To schedule an apr 
pointment with a tutor af 
the Speech Lab, visit the 
website at http://gvsu.edu/ 
speechlab/.
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be viewed merely as tools, not “learning goals in them­
selves.”
“Some people benefit from them, and we need to find 
ways of serving those students,” he said. “But the ser­
endipitous comment from another student, the question 
you would not have thought of that arises in interchange, 
that sort of learning experience has a hard tinpdfc&mlyz 
ing when JWfle is4wtming at Miiff0NHHllli01Vl4ce or 
pace. The goal remains student learning. Where we can 
serve that interest, let’s innovate.”
So far, the new style has been a success, DiCarlo said. 
His students are more energized, and the level of partici­
pation is high.
“The room was so loud this morning with people dis­
cussing the day’s in class assignment that the students 
waiting for the next class started coming in because they 
thought there couldn’t actually be a class in session with 
that many people talking at once,” he said. “It was great. 
I am very excited to see how this goes.”
S' * %
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VALLEY VOTE:
Have you ever had something stolen from you on campus?
LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:
Did you attend any Laker Day events?
Vote online at lanthorn.com YES 67% NO 33%
EDITORIAL
A\ #C I I C1AIA the reality of on-campus theft, students should
O If HI * II V w protect their valuables and help to protect others' as well
littth only tmcandc ta
TABITHA GIBBS
Junior, illustration 
Belding, Mich
dsills@lanthorn.com
By foot, by bike, by car, and even by 
Segway, Grand Valley State University 
Police are very much a presence on both the 
Allendale and Pew campuses. And though 
sometimes it seems like they’re only here 
to hand out MIPs, they do worry about 
students, and they are here to help keep you 
and your swag safe.
As thousands of GVSU students return 
campus, they bring with them expensive 
computers, cell phones, and back­
packs. Whether we like to admit it or not, that 
makes us all the perfect targets for larceny.
In an article on A2 of this issue of the 
Lanthorn, Russell Wolff, director of security 
at the Pew Campus, told Associate Editor 
Austin Metz that there are two ways for 
students to prevent larceny. First, take your 
valuables with you or lock them in your 
trunk. Secondly, if you do have to leave your 
belongings unattended for a few moments, 
just ask someone next to you to watch your
things. Be a good neighbor, be an honest 
neighbor, and make it easy on everyone - 
pretty simple, right?
Simply put, students do have the power 
to protect themselves against theft on 
campus - and not to sensationalize the issue, 
but there will always be theft. Though, we 
should mention, the numbers aren’t too cra­
zy - in 2010 the Allendale Campus saw 129 
cases of larceny, and Pew Campus only 25 
according to GVPD’s online crime statistics.
In 2011 (the most recent statistics available), 
there were 140 larcenies in Allendale, and 
20 at the Pew Campus.
So don’t freak out, GVSU - there 
aren’t burglars waiting around every 
comer, and there aren’t thieves lurking 
behind every parked car. But the reality is 
that theft does happen, and you should be 
aware of it, and you should be proactive, 
because homies don’t let other homies’ 
things get stolen.
UESTION OFTHE ISSUE
What are your Labor Day plans?
"I'm going home and my family is 
going to have a BBQ."
mm CHANTEL RUFFINJunior, psychology Sterling Heights, Mich.
"I work the entire weekend, so 
I'll be serving pizzas at your local 
Pizza Hutl And, perhaps catch a 
fireworks display."
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"I am going camping up north 
with my family."
SARAH SORENSON
Senior, integrated science 
Cedar Springs, Mich.
"Bumming it up at the beach."
SCOTT HANCOX
Freshman, international relations 
Mattawan, Mich.
"I'm unfortunately leaving to go 
home to work, but I'm not ready to 
leave GVI"
KATIE SCHNEIDE
Freshman, writing 
Cadillac, Mich.
Beyond the Chair, working to turn dreams into goals
BY STEPHANIE DEIBLE
GVL COLUMNIST/BLOGGER
As we start a new semes­
ter and the piles of home­
work begin to form, most of 
us are one step closer to ob­
taining a degree and perhaps 
finding that dream job.
During my senior year 
here at Grand Valley State 
University, I was fortunate 
enough to receive an op­
portunity unlike any other. 
An opportunity that came 
about on March 3,2012 
when I was crowned Ms. 
Wheelchair Michigan. Ms. 
Wheelchair Michigan is not 
a title I will hold for more 
than a year, but having the 
chance to advocate for the 
more 54 million Americans 
living with disabilities has 
been a once in a lifetime 
experience.
Before I get too far ahead 
of myself though, I thought
I’d take a moment and get 
everyone caught up on what 
my first seven months as a 
titleholder has entailed. My 
main focal point throughout 
my reign has been to help 
others with disabilities gain 
resources they need in order 
to turn their dreams into 
goals. Weather someone 
is striving towards health, 
education, employment or 
leadership goals; it is my 
goal help them see the pos­
sibilities in life rather than 
limitations.
One of the tilings I 
always tell people is “life 
isn’t about the things you 
may never have the chance 
to accomplish, it’s about the 
opportunities you have in 
front of you.”
Since being crowned, I 
have had the opportunity 
to plan, attend or speak at 
35 different events. I have 
pushed beyond perceptions 
that society may have about 
a person with a disability 
by participating in adaptive 
skydiving event, meeting 
with Gov. Snyder, plan­
ning recreational events for
people with disabilities and 
speaking at various hospitals 
and schools.
In August, I was able 
to represent the state of 
Michigan in the Ms. Wheel­
chair America pageant in 
Providence, Rhode Island 
where I was named second 
runner-up.
During the week long 
competition, 28 ladies from 
across the United States 
came together to participate 
in workshops that were 
designed to help us grow as 
advocates and learn about 
different services we could 
bring back to our own states 
to help others with disabili­
ties. Aside from workshops, 
each contestant gave a two- 
minute platform speech and 
was also judged during 25 
minutes of private interview 
sessions.
One of the unique as­
pects about Ms. Wheelchair 
America and Ms. Wheel­
chair Michigan organization 
is that beauty is not judged. 
The program is designed to 
recognize the achievement 
and advocacy abilities of
women in wheelchairs.
With the national com­
petition behind us, all 28 
women have returned home 
with life-long friendships, 
stories to share and new 
goals in mind.
The biggest message I 
hope people of all abilities 
take away from my time as 
Ms. Wheelchair Michigan 
is that we all face obstacles 
and we all have our own 
aspirations. Regardless of 
our situation, it is important 
to keep moving passed any 
hurdle life throws our way 
because that hurdle may 
lead us on a new adventure.
Throughout out the next 
several months I will be 
writing weekly blogs for the 
Lanthorn online, discuss­
ing current topics affecting 
people with and without 
disabilities and my reign as 
Ms. Wheelchair Michigan 
2012.
sdeible @ lanthorn .com
♦♦♦Keep up with Stephanie’s 
blog at www.lanthorn.com/blog/ 
beyond-the-chair/.
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The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University Welcome to the first week of war
EDITORIAL PAGE BOARD
ANYA ZENTMEYER 
AUSTIN METZ 
BRIANA DOOLAN 
ANGELA COROLLA
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Val­
ley Community. Student opinions 
do not reflect those of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn 
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expres-
• sion for reader opinions: letters
! to the editor, guest columns and
* phone responses.
' Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Editor in Chief 
Managing Editor 
Community Engagement 
Advertising Manager
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter 
length is one page, single spaced 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns 
for length restrictions and clarity. 
All letters must he typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be 
withheld for compelling reasons 
The content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by nor 
necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff
BY AMINA MAMATY
GVL COLUMNIST
Some call it another 
school year, but me, as an 
international student I call it 
another war.
You would think that 
after three first days of 
classes things would get 
way easier, well it is not re­
ally the case. I wish I could 
walk around with a sign 
on my forehead that says; 
“Don’t mind the way I 
talk, I am French,” but that 
would be a little corny.
Introducing myself to 
my fellow classmates and 
professors is always bit­
tersweet for two reasons. 
The first one is because 
even though I am often
nervous, I have a lot of 
pride in telling the whole 
world where I come from, 
bom and raised as a young 
lady from Paris, and the 
second reason is that people 
automatically stereotype 
me, which can be a little 
frustrating at times.
I believe that it gives you 
twice as much work. I have 
to get a good grade, and on 
top of that, I have to prove 
others that they judged me 
wrong. Between my own, 
the professor’s and my 
classmates', I have a lot of 
expectations to fulfill.
Also, imagine continu­
ally having to explain to a 
group of people and debate 
with them that your culture 
is not what they think 
they’ve always known. Yes. 
it gets old; no, that never 
made me give up.
However, one thing that 
I am sure of is that besides
1
all the silly jokes and com­
ments that I get, people will 
always show me respect for 
being alone in this country.
Sometimes, I do forget 
that I am studying 4,000 
miles away from my home­
town on another continent, 
all the way across the 
Atlantic Ocean. Everyone in 
class loves you because you 
have an accent, but nobody 
actually knows your jour­
ney, ignoring how heavy it 
weighs on your shoulders, 
and this, my friend, is 
the hardest thing to make 
people understand.
Back in France, my 
entourage sees me as a little 
soldier. Family, friends and 
neighbors are constantly 
waiting for me to call to 
tell them something good. 
My success is needed 
and anticipated, I become 
more and more aware of it 
every time I get back from
Paris, when I step out of the 
plane at the Grand Rapids 
Gerald R. Ford International 
Airport. I tell myself, “I am 
back at it, let’s do this, and 
let’s do it well.”
At Grand Valley State 
University, I am another 
international student with 
an uneasy, non-under- 
standable but still irrel­
evant journey. Now, do 
1 really need anyone to 
comprehend that I am on a 
mission 24/7? The answer 
is no, because I will always 
remember so myself.
I am forever asked why I 
love wearing combats boots 
so much. French people do 
have a certain style, but this 
is not the point here. It is 
my way of getting prepared 
for everyday battles, be­
cause everywhere I go, you 
best believe that I am going 
for a win.
amamaty® lanthorn .com
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Children s Enrichment Center celebrates 40years
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR
R
ocks, dandelions, 
hugs, and the oc­
casional random, 
innocent one-liner are all 
part of the territory for 
Sharalle Arnold, the direc­
tor of Grand Valley State 
University’s Children’s 
Enrichment Center.
The rocks? The children 
give them to Arnold as a 
way for her to remember 
them by and they rest along 
the windowsill near her 
desk. The dandelions? They 
afe from the field out be­
hind the building and serve 
as decoration for the office.
For Arnold and the other 
employees of theCEC, it’s 
these little things and many 
others that keep them com­
ing back day in and day out.
“Children have a very 
genuine way of inspir­
ing you and making you 
laugh,” Arnold said. “They 
say exactly what they 
want to say. It’s a very 
overwhelming experience. 
When you truly connect, 
that’s what it’s about.”
Having been a part of 
GVSU’s family almost 
from the beginning, the 
CEC is celebrating its 40th 
anniversary this year after 
starting from humble begin­
nings.
Originally started in a 
house on Lake Michigan 
Drive, located on the Mead­
ows Golf Course, the center 
was moved onto GVSU’s 
Allendale Campus in 1995 
to allow for major expan­
sion and to avoid the golf 
balls that would sometimes 
hit the house.
Now divided into three 
classrooms and able to hold 
up to 64 children between 
the ages of 2 1/2 and 12, the 
CEC provides university 
faculty, students, and the
KAITLYN BOWMANI / GVL
Handled with care: Kids smile for the camera outside of Grand Valley State University's Children's Enrichment Center, which is celebrating it's 40th anniversary.
•Ini
public a safe place to send 
their children.
“For some, this is the 
first time for this separa­
tion,” Arnold said. “It can 
be very hard but when you 
have a safe environment, 
there is a sense of relief 
there.”
Open Monday through 
Friday from 7 a.m.-6 p.m., 
the CEC provides children 
with a place to have fun and 
learn while also receiving 
breakfast, two snacks, and 
lunch throughout the day.
The center runs a more 
traditional preschool setting 
than in the past and children 
are taught by three teachers 
and also GVSU students in 
education, social work, and 
child phycology majors.
Jessica Miranda-Bevier 
started working at the CEC
________________
as an undergraduate stu­
dent. She continued work 
as a graduate student, abd is 
now the CEC’s assistant di­
rector. Miranda-Bevier said 
it’s the impact she makes on 
the children that keeps her 
coming back.
“To know that we are 
shaping future habits, 
whether it’s health habits or 
instilling a love for learn­
ing, that’s what it’s about,” 
Miranda-Bevier said. “Be­
ing on GVSU’s campus, we 
are preparing these children 
for future education.”
While working at the 
Center, Miranda-Bevier has 
impacted many children but 
she said they have prepared 
her for the future as well.
“It has prepared me for 
other stages of life,” she 
said. “Being a student and
seeing what the other fami­
lies go through has been 
very helpful.”
Now located at GVSU’s 
Allendale Campus on West 
Campus Drive, the CEC 
was started to help students 
at the college by providing 
a place to take their chil­
dren at a discounted rate.
“In early care, it’s not of­
ten that you find programs 
with such a long history,” 
Arnold said. “It shows the 
university’s commitment to 
the staff and students.”
Along with provid­
ing the children with food 
and a classroom environ­
ment, the Center also has a
"Children have a very 
genuine way of inspiring 
you and making you laugh.
They say exactly what they 
want to say. ”
SHARALLE ARNOLD
' CEC DIRECTOR
playground for the children 
and takes the children to • 
the GVSU farmer’s market 
where the children can usd 
money they are given to ■ 
buy snacks for the day. {
As for the future for th^ 
Enrichment Center? Arnold 
would like to see it expand 
even further.
“If we experience a 
facilities enhancement, » 
then we will have a great ! 
chance to impact the young 
children, the students, fami­
lies, and the community,” 
Arnold said.
To celebrate the 40th 
birthday, the CEC will be » 
hosting a birthday party 
today at 5:00 p.m.
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Free parking and bus 
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SPORTS
SHORTS
Football game
availible in HD
While the Grand Valley 
State University football 
team will travel to ‘Mon­
mouth, Ore. to take on 
Western Oregon Univer­
sity this week, those fans 
who can't find the money 
to hike the 2,286 miles to 
Western Oregon can see 
the game live on TV back 
in Allendale. Along with ra­
dio coverage on ESPN 96.1 
FM, fans can check out the 
game on WGVU, including 
in high definition. Below is 
the channel guide for fans 
looking to check out the 
game on Saturday:
6 - Comcast (GR, Holland, 
Muskegon)
10 - Charter (Kalamazoo)
12 - Charter (Allendale, 
Jamestown/Caledonia, 
Rockford, West Olive/Hol­
land/Zeeland)
21 - Broadstripe (Lowell/ 
Hastings)
35 - DirecTV 
35- DISH 
35 - U-Verse
35.1 - Over the air (GR,
Holland, Muskegon, Lake- 
shore area)
52.1 - Over the air (Ka­
lamazoo, Battle Creek, St. 
Joseph, and southwest 
Michigan area)
Fans can visit www.wgvu. 
org, clicking on the football 
banner,for more informa­
tion.
Volleyball tabbed 
to finished third in 
GLIAC
After a dissapointing 
2011 season that saw 
the Grand Valley State 
University volleyball 
team finish the season 
14-13 after opening the 
year ranked No. 8 in 
the country, the GLIAC 
coaches have tabbed 
the team to finish in 
third place in the 2012 
GLIAC Coaches' Pre­
season Volleyball Poll. 
Defending champion 
Ferris State University 
grabbed 10 of the 15 
first place votes to lead 
the pack, while Hillsdale 
garnered three votes to 
be slotted second.
Saginaw Valley 
State University and 
Wayne State University 
wrapped up the top five, 
while Ashland Univer­
sity, Northwood Univer­
sity, Northern Michigan 
University, the Univer­
sity of Findlay, and Ohio 
Dominican University 
complete the top ten.
The bottom six con­
tained Lake Superior 
State University, Tif­
fin University, GLIAC 
newcomers Walsh 
University and Ma­
lone University, Michi- 
ganTechnological Uni­
versity and Lake Erie 
College.
SCHEDULES
Football
Saturday at Western
Oregon, 4 p.m. EDT
Volleyball (at West­
ern Oregon Classic)
Friday vs Cal State 
Los Angeles, 12:30 p.m. 
Saturday vs Missouri 
S &T, 1 p.m.
Soccer
Friday vs Armstrong 
Atlantic, 7 p.m.
Sunday vs Indianapolis, 
1:30 p.m.
WESTWARD BOUND
Lakers aim to open season with a bang at Western Oregon
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
T
he crowd was dressed in black, 
and over 15,000 fans were de­
lirious. It wasn’t a pass or a big 
run by the Grand Valley State Uni­
versity football team that set them off 
into a roaring cheer, either.
It was a blocked punt, one that saw 
safety Erik Thompson sprint past the 
would-be blockers to bat down a ball 
that would be returned by receiver Israel 
Woolfork five yards for the touchdown.
That play made it 23-0 in favor of the 
Lakers over visiting Western Oregon 
University in last year’s season opener.
Ask G VSU head coach Matt Mitch­
ell now, though, and he’ll tell you that 
was last year’s news.
“Special teams were a huge part of 
that game,” said Mitchell, whose team 
won 44-20 last season. “That score 
was not indicative of the balance that 
there was between those two squads 
on both sides of the ball. I don’t think 
that last year’s results have any differ­
ence anyways, they especially don’t in 
this scenario, so when it comes to the 
game, that’s the focus.”
That focus is going to come, in large 
part, on defense. The Lakers will debut 
a couple new faces on that side of the 
ball, but there will also be some famil­
iar ones playing in new positions.
“Of the 11 guys that started the 
Western Oregon game, only five are 
back, and two of those five are not in 
the same position,” Mitchell said. “It’s a 
different dynamic on the defensive side 
of the ball, we’ve got some more faces 
on that side due to the fact that we’ve 
moved guys ... I think you’re going to 
see more than just 11 guys play.”
Last season’s top tackier, senior 
Jarrod Cox. highlights that group after
, ERIC COULTER I GVL
Back Again: Junior QB Heath Parling returns to lead the Lakers in 2012-2013.
moving from safety down to outside 
linebacker. The Lakers’ revamped front 
seven will have to deal with Western 
Oregon’s leading rusher, senior Ken­
neth Haynes, who ran for 71 yards in 
last season’s game.
“When you know the defense, 
you get moved down, and it’s a lot 
easier if you know your stuff, so 
Cox getting moved down to nickel, I 
don’t think it should be a big surprise 
to him,” said Hill who moved from 
the secondary to linebacker last sea­
son. “He’s been doing a pretty good 
job. I’m just there to compete with 
the other linebackers to get my as­
signments down and execute it - we
should be ready for this Saturday.”
Junior quarterback Heath Parling 
will be back - this time with a year of 
experience under his belt - to direct the 
offense against a defense that returns 
its top safety in senior Bryce Peila and 
two members of its defensive line and 
linebacking core.
“I was a little nervous and that obvi­
ously showed because, just watching 
the game film from last year, it’s kind 
erf frustrating how poorly I played,” said 
Parling, who went 15-for-27 with 205 
yards and three touchdowns. “I think (in­
game snaps) helped the maturation pro­
cess, and that kind of makes everyone in 
our offense feel a little more at ease and
comfortable with me calling the plays 
and trying to direct the offense.”
Experience from Parling and his re­
ceiving core, which will feature a more 
extensive look from players like junior 
B randan Green and sophomore Keon- 
tre Miskel, due in some part to ques­
tions surrounding the status of junior 
running back Hersey Jackson.
Out for the majority erf camp while 
rehabbing a shoulder injury, Jackson 
will dress and travel with the team to 
Monmouth, Ore. Jackson wasn’t listed 
cxi this week’s depth chart, and if he 
does sit, the next two players in line 
will be sophomores Mike Ratay and 
Chris Robinson.
Kirk Spencer, a redshirt freshman 
Mitchell compared favorably to former 
GVSU tailback PT Gates, may also 
factor in on Saturday due to his speed 
and ability to make plays in space out 
of the backfield.
While the team will travel over 2,200 
miles - its largest road trip since head­
ing to South Dakota to play Augustana 
College in the 2010 NCAA Division II 
Playoffs - Parling said the distance and 
travel is going to be a factor, but won’t 
be any sort of excuse come Saturday.
“Up to the point we leave the park­
ing lot, our focus needs to be on the 
preparation for the game. Our mindset 
is, when it’s time to go, it’s time to go. 
we’ll load up the bus and go,” Mitchell 
said. “This is going to be a good test 
for this squad ... we’re looking for­
ward to it, I’m excited to get back 
out there with this team.”
Kickoff is scheduled for 4 p jn. EDT 
and can be seen chi WGVU, and the 
game can be heard on ESPN 96.1 FM.
sports @ lanthorn .com
Lubbers Stadium has big changes, electric 
atmosphere in store for home opener
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF EDITOR
I
n nine days the clacking of cleats on cement 
will overtake the chattering of the crowd at 
Lubbers Stadium as the Grand Valley State 
University football team marches down the new 
tunnel upon entering its modernized stadium.
Like a thoroughbred in the gate prior to the 
start of the Kentucky Derby, the buzz in the sta­
dium, created from the numerous improvements 
to the stadium, will be electric.
“The atmosphere at Lubbers Stadium is going 
to be terrific for a student-athlete,” said GVSU 
athletic director Tim Selgo. “These guys come 
to college to get their education and to compete. 
They put in a lot of hard work. On game night, we 
want that to be fun for them. I am quite confident 
that we can fill that place up with our students 
and fans and we are going to get Lubbers Sta­
dium rocking more than ever before ”
Throughout the summer renovation of Lub­
bers Stadium, one of the biggest changes was the 
field being lowered eight feet. Instead of walk­
ing right into the venue and being eye-level with 
the field, there will now be more of a bowl effect
when one looks down onto it.
“We went from a field to an actual stadium,” 
said junior quarterback Heath Parling. “Just walk­
ing down there and looking up, it actually feels 
like a college football stadium. A lot of guys are 
getting pumped up just to run out of that new tun­
nel and see how many people are actually there.”
In addition, R eldTurf, with 518,000 pounds erf sand 
and 194,000 pounds of rubber on top of it, replaced 
grass as the playing surface. Two roads for snow re­
moval have been added along with approximately 
2300 seats, including the Huntington Gub sections.
The discontinued track has been removed, and to 
further enhance the game-day experience, the Pep- 
pino’s Patio and ESPN 96.1 Zone have been created. 
And all these changes were completed by the Aug. 
7 projected completion date, yet there are still some 
last-minute housekeeping chores to be finished.
“A lot of Grand Valley State football branded 
items will start showing up in the stadium in the 
next week and a half, so a lot of color will be 
included,” said Doug Lipinski, associate direc­
tor of athletics for marketing at GVSU. “On the 
east and west side between the 200 level and 100 
level sections, there is a cement fascia. One wall
will be blue and have the Grand Valley logo on it 
and one side will say ‘Welcome to Lubbers Sta­
dium.’ Currently it is all just concrete. Also, we 
will have banners off the light posts and right off 
the student section.”
Other changes and additions include the Laker 
marching band being relocated, joining the stu­
dent section in the south end zone, playing toward 
the home fans on the press box side. Meanwhile, 
the grass behind the north end zone will serve as 
overflow student seating. Also, the area on the 
south concourse will be home to the Lake Michi­
gan Credit Union Laker Legends, a tribute to GV- 
SU’s rich history of student-athletes and coaches.
With dramatic changes to Lubbers Stadium, GVSU 
has seen an increase in ticket sales for 2012 and antici­
pates a much louder atmosphere come kickoff.
“Our season tickets are up 6 percent from last 
year,” Lipinski said. “We anticipate the noise lev­
el to increase. We have done a little bit of testing 
with our sound system and it seems like our stu­
dent section is going to be a little louder. I think 
our fans will enjoy the new look. September 8, 
our home opener, will be electric.”
zsepanik @ lanthorn .com
DOUG WITTE I COURTESY
Changes Abound: Ready just in time for the new season, Lubbers Stadium will feature three new seating areas as well as a lowered field for a true staduim feeL
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DEFENSE WINS Senior midfielder Mira gives GVSU offense, defense another weapon
noui unm September bth
she wasn’t a defender, she 
was extremely important in 
everything we did,” Dilan- 
ni said. “And if we didn’t 
have her, we wouldn’t 
be as good defensively 
as a team, and I think the 
coaches were right.”
Mira also came up big on 
offense in the GLIAC tour­
nament, when she scored 
the game-winning goal 
in the GLIAC semifinals 
against Tiffin. She finished 
the 2011 season with two 
goals and six assists.
Mira was honored with 
the awards she received, 
but was also surprised at 
the same time.
“I think that it was sur­
prising to me, because in a 
way it was a good thing be­
cause I’m a midfielder, and 
for a holding midfielder to 
be named defensive player 
of the year, gives the posi­
tion more recognition than 
it usually receives,” she 
said. “Usually people think 
midfielders are attacking 
players who help on of­
fense, and it really demon­
strates how it’s a position 
that you really have to work 
on offense and defense.”
The importance of Mi­
ra’s position is evident to 
everyone, including her 
teammates. The amount of 
responsibilities Mira has on 
the field makes her one of 
the most important players 
on the team.
“In order to be in that 
position you have to be
very consistent, day in and 
day out,” said senior goal­
keeper Chelsea Parise, who 
is co-captain with Mira 
for this upcoming season! 
“She impacts the flow of 
the game and the pace of 
the game. Her along with 
the other midfielders are 
the playmakers, we look to 
connect passes to her and 
she’s our outlet to switch 
the field or go on the attack! 
or hound the forward and be 
defensive minded. It’s a po-i 
sition that yes, is offensive 
minded, but it’s more of a 
defensive-minded position 
and I think she understands 
the balance very well.”
Mira will once again 
play an important part 
for the Lakers defense, as 
they enter the season with 
a No.2 ranking in the Na-I 
tional Soccer Coaches 
Association of Americai 
GVSU was also chosen as 
the favorites by the GLIAC 
coaches to win the GLIAC 
women’s soccer title.
“Our expectations are 
extremely high for Alyssa 
and they’ve always been,’* 
Dilanni said. “I think the 
last couple years she’s ac­
cepted those lofty expecta­
tions. We want her to be the 
hardest worker and the fit­
test individual on our team. 
I want her to be a leader 
that our young players can 
look up to both in the class­
room and on the field and 
as a person.”
bderouin @ lanthorn .com
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Football selects captains
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
ERIC COULTER I GVL
Westward bound: GVSU coach Matt Michell addresses the team as they prepare for the opener.
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
The Grand Valley State 
University football team 
may only have 10 seniors, 
but as its season opener at 
Western Oregon University 
approaches, the leaders are 
emerging and the captains 
have been selected.
That group of seniors, 
one that head coach Matt 
Mitchell said have shown a 
strong work ethic and em­
braced the “process of the 
product” ideal that the team 
has instilled, are an impor­
tant piece for a team that 
will have some new faces 
playing on Saturday.
“It wasn’t necessar­
ily about leadership, I think 
we’ve got some guys on our 
team that aren’t captains, but 
serve as leaders within their 
position group,” Mitchell 
said. “I wanted the players 
to have the opportunity to 
vote on who should repre­
sent them as a team, not just 
on the coin flip but in the 
locker room, too.”
Originally, the plan was
for the team to vote on four 
captains — regardless of 
class standing — but the 
vote was so close between 
the fourth and fifth players, 
both deserving in Mitch­
ell’s eye, that the team 
went with five captains.
Those captains range 
from a pair of juniors in 
quarterback Heath Parling 
and linebacker Charles Hill, 
to three seniors, receiver Is­
rael Woolfork and offensive 
linemen Tim Lelito and An­
drew Biedenbender.
“On the offensive line 
with Tim Lelito and Andrew 
Biedenbender, both seniors 
that have played quite a bit 
in our program, (those) are 
the kind of guys you want 
getting guys going up front,” 
Mitchell said.
The other senior, receiv­
er Israel Woolfork, may not 
have the notoriety of Par- 
ling or Lelito, but still has 
a niche on. He only caught 
three passes last season, but 
the 6-foot-3 senior is the 
team’s top blocker as wide 
receiver, and his intangibles 
have helped mold him into a
leader and contributor.
“Israel Woolfork, was 
the other senior captain, I 
think that says something 
about our team a little bit,” 
Mitchell said. “Izzy does 
so much for our team that 
doesn’t necessarily show 
up on the stat sheet ... so 
for our team to vote him as 
a captain, I think shows you 
where he’s at.”
As for the juniors, all 
the title of captain repre­
sents is just that, a title. 
Parling and Hill, both 
leaders on their respective 
sides of the ball, recognize 
the honor of being selected 
as captains by their team­
mates, but said it wouldn’t 
change them as leaders.
“It’s kind of the same, it 
was that way before, so there 
are no more expectations 
put on it with me or Heath 
being named captain,” said 
Hill, who Mitchell calls the 
team’s emotional leader. 
“We’re just going to go out 
and keep doing what we’ve 
been doing — that’s why 
they voted us as captains.” 
sports @ lanthorn .com
flow To Win
ARCHIVE I GVL
Stopped: GVSU women's soccer defensive Midfielder Alyssa Mira passes the ball against 
Northwood University. Mira is returning for her senior year after being named the 2011 GLIAC 
Defensive Player of the Year. Mira also anchors a defense that ptiched 16 shut outs last season.
W
hen people hear 
the term "mid­
fielder” in soccer, 
they usually think of ome­
one who sets up the offense 
and the attacking forwards.
Senior Alyssa Mira and 
the Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women’s soccer team 
are changing the perception 
of how soccer fans in the 
GLIAC view a midfielder.
Mira was named the 
2011 GLIAC Defensive 
Player of the Year while 
being a defensive holding 
midfielder, and playing a 
key role for the Lakers de­
fense last season.
“In our system, we play 
with one holding mid­
fielder that sits in front of 
the back four defenders,” 
head coach David Dilanni 
said. “That player the past 
five years has been voted 
the team MVP from within 
their peers. To be able to be 
good at that position, you 
have to be very fit and will­
ing to work hard.”
Mira was an anchor for a 
Lakers defense that blanked 
their opponents 16 times 
last season. She was also 
selected to the Daktronics 
All-America third team, the 
Midwest Region first team, 
and the NSCAA Midwest 
Region first team.
“I think that what the 
GLIAC coaches saw in Al­
yssa was that even though
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Showerman uses work ethic to make an impact for XC
BRENT SHOWERMAN / COURTESY 
He's back!: After taking a break to attend Michigan State University, Showerman sat out one 
year to train and has no returned to GVSU to serve as a leader for the cross country team.
BY JUDSON RODRIGUEZ
GVL INTERN
B
rent Showerman lays 
out the same pair of 
socks before bed. 
They’re the ones he wears 
every race, and those shorts 
he wears to bed when he’s 
getting the socks - those are 
the same ones he wears the 
night before every race.
He just missed All-Amer­
ican honors and finishing in 
the top 10 at both the GLI- 
AC and Midwest Regional 
Championships last season, 
but for the junior runner, 
that taste of success has him 
hungry for more, even if he 
won’t admit it.
“The individual achieve­
ments are nice, but it would 
be better for our team to 
place well than for me to get 
awards,” Showerman said.
The humility in Shower- 
man’s voice is both genuine 
and endearing. After his 
high school career in South 
Lyon, Mich., Showerman 
chose not to continue run­
ning and went to Michigan 
State University to figure 
out his path in life.
“It just didn’t feel right, 
the school is much larger in 
size and it just didn’t fit well 
for me,” he said.
After spending a year in 
East Lansing, Showerman 
decided to look at GVSU 
as an option to finish out his 
degree, and maybe continue 
with his passion for run­
ning.
When Showerman picked 
up his spikes in the fall, he 
just wasn’t ready.
The iBft <
Division I transfer aims to lead men's tennis
BY TATE BAKER
QVL STAFF WRITER
When Francis Bertrand 
left Stony Brook University 
For Grand Valley State Uni­
versity last year, he never 
Could have predicted what 
was in store.
The main reason Ber­
trand transferred was be­
cause of GVSU’s engineer­
ing program.
Little did he know, he 
would be embraced by the 
school’s diverse campus in 
such a way that one would 
not want to ever leave.
“So far everyone here is 
very friendly, I felt welcome 
from the moment I stepped 
onto campus,” Bertrand 
said. “It has made the tran­
sition of transferring really 
easy on me”.
Bertrand had quite a re­
sume before landing in Al­
lendale.
During his high school 
days, he was ranked in the 
top five for tennis players 
18 and under in Canada. At 
Stony Brook, Bertrand com­
peted with and beat teams 
such as Lehigh University
BERTRAND
and Army.
For any transfer, the 
transition from one col­
lege to another can always 
be tough, but in Francis’ 
case his journey to GVSU 
involved moving from his 
home in Repentigny, Que­
bec to Stony Brook, NY and 
now to Allendale all in less 
than two years.
Bertrand chose GVSU 
over the University of Texas 
at Arlington and Daytona 
Beach’s Embry Riddle.
Bertrand says he picked 
GVSU to be his new home, 
in large part, because he 
wanted a bigger school
feel with an at-home atmo­
sphere.
“I am very impressed 
by all the facilities here at 
Grand Valley,” Bertrand 
said. “It’s really the big dif­
ference between here and 
anywhere else I have been 
to.”
On the court, Bertrand 
will be a top player for the 
Lakers this season alongside 
senior Andrew Boyle.
“I’m very excited to have 
the privilege to play along­
side Francis,” Boyle said. 
“He is a natural leader and 
role model, someone the 
rest of the team can look up 
to.”
With a one-two punch 
such as Boyle and Bertrand, 
the Lakers have their sights 
set on a GLIAC champion­
ship.
Getting the attention of 
being a Division I transfer 
also brings on a tremendous 
amount of pressure, which 
Bertrand said he is more 
than ready for.
“I am well aware that 
my team is counting on me 
for wins, a GLIAC title and 
even a NCAA tournament
berth,” Bertrand said. “With 
all that said, I know I can 
make a key addition to the 
team, and from there the sky 
is the limit”.
It’s apparent that the 
sophomore will be key to 
the Lakers success on the 
court this season. Bertrand 
makes his debut for the Lak­
ers Sept. 14 at the River For­
rest Invitational in Chicago. 
tbaker@ lanthorn .com
“I hadn’t raced since high 
school and training on my 
own wasn’t as rewarding as 
training with the team,” he 
said, “The results showed 
and coach (Jerry Baltes] 
s id come back next year 
and we’ll see.”
Coach Jerry Baltes had 
his doubts at the time.
“When he first came here 
I didn’t think he was good 
enough for our team,” Bal­
tes said.
Baltes told Showerman 
that he would need to wait a 
year and continue his train­
ing and then they would re­
evaluate his progress.
Advice heeded.
Showerman said he took 
everything in stride and 
put in the work, not blanv 
ing anyone or trying to be 
vengeful.
“It was just a hurdle that I 
had to get through,” he said 
“I had to come back and 
work harder.”
He ran as an unattached 
racer during his sophomore 
year at GVSU, then trained 
with the men!s team, work­
ing to get back into form.
His efforts paid off as he 
made the team in the 2010 
season without redshirting.
“Brent loves to work 
hard, his work ethic is what 
helped him make it into col­
lege athletics,” said team­
mate Larry Julson. “His suc­
cess comes from his ability 
to give himself 100 percent 
to the team, no matter what 
it means for him.”
Showerman has stepped 
into a leadership role on the 
team, reaching out to the 
freshman and getting the 
guys together for summer 
workouts.
“When we have Brent 
around, the team is much 
closer because we have that 
central figure that draws us 
together,” Julson said.
The team opens up its 
season Sept. 8 at Calvin 
College. Showerman will 
not run the opening meet, 
instead waiting for the fol­
lowing week to run at his 
former school, Michigan 
State, on Sept. 14. 
jrodriguez @ lanthorn .com
k
"Brent loves to work hard, his 
work ethic is what helped him 
make it into college athlet­
ics. His success comes from 
his ability to give himself 100 
percent to the team..."
Larry Julson
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AU together now: A series of works are showcased in the Grand Valley State University Art Gallery. The new exhibit will feature works of art, fabric wall pieces and poetry all prepared by GVSU 
fatuity members.The exhibit is open now until Sept. 21 and is free and open to the public. For students who want to meet the artists, there will be a meet and greet on Sept. 6, from 5-7 p.m.
Three GVSU professors showcase different talents at new art exhibit
BY STACY SABAITIS
GVL STAFF WRITER
•>
T
he Grand VaJley State University Art 
Gallery’s newest exhibit goes beyond 
just art on a wall.
“Putting It All Together: A Collaboration 
Between Ann Baddeley Keister, Patricia 
Nelson and Patricia Clark,” blends the dif-
r
snt talents of each artist into one exhibit.
“I hope that (students will] be surprised, 
f|id visually delighted, and intrigued of 
Jiow the things go together,” Nelson said. 
jCelson, who is a professor of art at Ball 
(State University in Indiana, contributed to 
tfce metalwork part of the collaboration.
• • “I am the jeweler and the medalsmith,” 
fljie said. “I do the medal work and all of the 
enameling.”
Nelson also helped make the jewelry and
interpret the dresses that Keister designed 
into metal.
The exhibit will travel to Muncie, Ind. 
next fall along with additional dresses and 
jewelry to be displayed at BSU.
The fabric wall pieces were designed by
" The words are going to 
float around the room on 
the wafThear the art­
work. It describes what I 
am seeing when l look at 
their work."
PATRICIA CLARK
PROFESSOR
Keister, an associate professor of art and de­
sign at GVSU. She cut kimonos and haoris 
to create the original pieces.
“I’ve always really loved Japa­
nese fabric,” Keister said. “I ordered 
kimonos from a company in Japan. 
I take them apart and re-cut them.” 
Keister said she mostly works in silk, but 
also works with cotton, and occassion- 
ally synthetic if the pattern is right. Along 
with the fabric wall pieces, Keister assisted 
Nelson with the jewelry making, weaving 
beads through chains that have pendants at­
tached to them, which will be displayed on 
dressed mannequins.
“Every garment was specifi­
cally designed to be worn with the 
piece that is on it,” Keister said. 
The poet behind the gallery, Patricia Clark, 
is a GVSU writing professor. Her original
poem included in the exhibit, titled “Beau­
ty’s House,” is Clark’s own description of 
Keister and Nelson’s designs and was writ­
ten in the spirit of both being inspired by 
and referring to their work.
“The words are going to float around the 
room on the wall near the artwork,” Clark 
said. “It describes what I am seeing when I 
look at their work.”
Clark said that all students should come 
to the show, even if they’re not art stu­
dents because it is Such a diverse exhibit. 
The artists will have a meet and greet recep­
tion on Sept. 6 from 5-7 p.m. for anyone 
who wants to talk more about their pieces.
“Putting It All Together” runs through 
Sept. 21 and is free and open to the public.
For more information, visit the art gal­
lery website at gvsu.edu/artgallery.
ssabaitis @ lanthorn .com
BUTUUSTLIKEMUSIC COM I COURTESY
Not your average teddy bear: The downtown Grand Rapids music scene will be busy this September as bands like Minus the Bear (pictured), I Am Kings, and Big Time Rush visit this September.
BY MATT OBERSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
; Kicking off the month on Sept. 
6 is the hardcore rock band August 
Bums Red, roaring into the Or­
bit Room with special guests. Of 
Mice and Men, The Color Morale 
and The Overseer. The band will 
complete their American tour be­
fore releasing their first-ever holi­
day album Oct. 9, “August Bums 
Red presents: Sleddin’ Hill, A 
Holiday Album.” Tickets are $20 
in advance and $22 at the door. 
r»,Into a more relaxed sound? 
iJ^als Gone Bad, the soulful ska 
tatid from Chicago plays The
Pyramid Scheme Sept. 8. After 
18 years on the music scene, and 
many changes to their lineup, the 
septet is finally headlining in Grand 
Rapids alongside local bands. The 
Amoebas and Sailor Kicks. With a 
mix of high-energy punk, ska and 
alternative rock, the $8 show also 
doubles as a wedding reception for 
Jim Hofer, the trombone player for 
the Grand Rapids-native ska band. 
Mustard Plug.
For all those Nickelodeon fans 
floating around campus, get excit­
ed that Big Time Rush plays Van 
Andel Arena Sept. 9. The teen- 
pop band first formed as part of a 
television series for Nickelodeon
in 2009 and is embarking on a 
nationwide tour to promote their 
third studio album. Single tickets 
range from $29.50 to $55, or $64 
for a family 4-pack.
For the Lakers who want a 
heavier sound, head to The Inter­
section Sept. 14 for a Chiodos re­
union show. After losing their lead 
singer Craig Owens for nearly 3 
years, the band is back with their 
original lineup. Fellow rockers 
The Word Alive and I Am Kings 
will accompany the Michigan- 
based post-hardcore band on their 
Midwest tour. Regular tickets start 
at $23 and VIP packages that in­
clude a short acoqttic set before
the show are $42.50.
The rock sound continues Sept. 
17 with the punk guys of Rise 
Against. They’re coming back to 
Michigan on tour with The Gas­
light Anthem and Hot Water Mu­
sic to fill the DeltaPlex. Tickets are 
$20 for general admission arena 
seating and $32.50 for floor.
Not into rowdy rock shows? 
Minus the Bear might be a better 
option. Catch the indie band at 
The Intersection along with spe­
cial guests Cursive and Caspian. 
Minus the Bear, a progressive 
pop-indie band from Washington 
has released four LPs over the past 
11 years and is touring to promote
their new album, “Infinity Over­
head,” released Aug. 28. Tickets 
are $20 in advance, $23 at the 
door.
Free shows are always great, 
especially as wallets start thin out. 
Typical Music is a new chamber 
music syndicate formed by three 
New York musicians and offers 
a new style to an older, classical 
sound. See pianist Vicky Chow, 
cellist Ashley Bathgate and violin­
ist Todd Reynolds as part of Grand 
Valley State University’s Arts at 
Noon series Sept. 26 in the Cook- 
DeWitt Center.
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Becoming part of the Asafo
www.pineridge-apartments.com 
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BY MATT OBERSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
This fall, the Red Wall Gallery at Grand Valley State University’s Al­lendale Campus will play host 
to the work of professor Amy 
Masko, depicting her research 
and teachings in Cape Coast, 
Ghana.
“The Asafo of Ghana: A 
Life History of an Asafo Flag 
Dancer” is Masko’s photo­
graphic journey of a young 
Frankaakitsanyi .orflagdancer. 
An assistant professor of 
English at GVSU, Masko 
was awarded the Fulbright 
Fellowship in 2009, which 
allowed her and her family to 
spend eight months in Ghana 
while she taught at the Uni­
versity of Cape Coast.
Though Masko went to 
Ghana largely with the inten­
tion of studying the educa­
tional system there, the proj­
ect began unexpectedly alter 
she began to interview some 
of the native Oguaa people, 
who spoke about spirituality.
“You can only see this, 
and understand this in real 
drumming,” Masko said the 
Ghanaians told her, and she 
knew she had to become part 
of an actual culture group.
Nana Otu, a high school- 
aged flag dancer then in­
vited her to be a part of his 
Asafo. The gallery photos 
follow the story of Otu, one 
of three dancers in the Asafo 
No. 1 Company that Masko 
photographed.
While the Asafo compa­
nies perform at funerals and 
festivals, many qf the photos 
Masko took were during the 
Fetu-Afahye festival - a cel­
ebration of harvest and hap­
piness.
Despite their history of 
competitiveness during these 
festivals, she never felt threat­
ened while spending time with 
the Asafo No. 1 Company, she 
said.
“It’s definitely friendly, 
ritualistic fun,” Masko said. 
“Everyone there has a feeling 
of fun.”
The seven Asafos in Cape
Coast are former militia 
groups from the colonial era 
of Ghana, but they are now 
focused more on spiritual 
and ritualistic aspects. Their 
festivals include blessing the 
lagoon in hopes of bountiful 
fishing and parading through 
the streets, pounding drums 
and singing in progression.
Masko compares the Asafo 
to a Boy Scouts group. She 
said it is good for young men 
in Ghana, teaching them mor­
als and training them to be 
good people.
Several of the gal­
lery’s photos depict just 
that, showing Otu teaching 
Masko a song, which she 
said translates to, “if you get 
something, let’s all eat. If a 
problem comes, we will all 
solve it together.”
Masko said that because 
of other obligations, many 
younger people do not have 
time to be part of the move­
ments, and elder citizens 
fear that they are losing in­
terest in the traditions.
Between living and cook­
AMV MASKO | COURTESY
To the beat of the drum: During a recent trip to Ghana, GVSU professor Amy Masko was able to 
immerse herself in the culture and learned the culture's dancing and drumming skills.
ing with Out and his family and 
marching in a parade alongside 
the Asafo, Masko said the re­
search trip was an eye-opening 
experience and that she felt a 
great sense of honor among 
the Oguaa people and plans on 
keeping in touch with Otu and 
the Asafo.
With .help from Sherry 
Johnson, program director of
African/African American 
studies and assistant professor 
of English at GVSU, Masko is 
trying to set up a study abroad 
program to Ghana, tentatively 
set for June 2013.
Until GVSU students can 
experience the dancing for 
themselves, however, they 
can still imagine it through 
Masko’s photographs.
The gallery runs through 
Sept. 19 and is free and open 
to the public.
For more information 
about the photos or Masko’s 
journey, contact the Art Galr 
lery at 616-331-2563. 
moberski @ lanthorn .cortf
Legendary Grand Rapids artwork finds resting place atGV
Pieces selected from couples personal collection put on display around the Grand Rapids area,-
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
T
he West Wall Gallery 
in Grand Valley State 
University’s Eberhard 
Center is one of the most re­
cent places to host works by 
native Grand Rapids artist 
Armand Merizon.
After he died in 2010,viiiO/ uo. ii i»»#
Merizon’s work started to 
appear in galleries around 
the Grand Rapids area.
His latest exhibit, “Ar­
mand Merizon: Gifts and 
Works on Loan from Bette 
and Bemon Young,” is cur­
rently being displayed at the 
Grand Rapids Art Museum, 
Calvin College and GVSU.
The works, selected from 
the Young’s personal collec­
tion, highlight the depres­
sion-era oil painting style 
that Merizon is known for.
“Armand Merizon was an 
important painter to Michi­
gan...many people know his 
work in West Michigan, Bette 
and Bemon Young collected 
his work for many years and 
generously gave them to the 
school,” said Henry Matthews, 
GVSU director of galleries and 
collections.
Merizon’s daughter, 
Chantal Van Heest, runs the 
Merizon Studio in Caledo­
nia, Mich., a custom framing 
shop, which features her fa­
ther’s work.
Van Heest wants to stress 
the importance of youth 
experiencing Merizon’s art­
work.
“I think that because 
there are so many artists to­
day that it is1 easy for young 
people not to know about, 
or be interested in artists 
that came before their time,” 
Van Heest said.
Unlike many artists,
ANNE MOORE BUTZNER I PRESS PHOTO
From the artist: Following his death in 2010, Merizon's artwork has become more and more 
popular. Known for not having a set style, Merizon's artwork changed throughout his career.
Merizon did not have a re­
occurring signature in his 
work but Van Heesst said 
“he chose to paint what is 
good in this world rather 
than concentrate on the 
dark side.”
Even in the more difficult 
time periods, Merizon showed 
off Michigan’s beauty.
She said that Merizon’s 
work is so relatable because 
he “was very aware of the 
weaknesses of the human 
race.”
Van Heest said her fa­
ther would want his work 
seen and remembered as 
often as possible and the 
GVSU location is an open 
area where students and 
visitors can quickly enjoy 
the paintings, or spend 
more time with them to 
fully absorb all of his tal­
ents.
“As he began to lose his 
eyesight, his work became 
more abstract,colorful and in­
tuitive,” Van Heest said. “He 
didn’t give up, and painted 
until he died.”
Although Merizon re­
ceived criticism for shifting 
painting techniques, Van 
Heest thinks that is what 
made him so influential.
“He believed in his work 
and his gift, and wanted to 
share, it with others,” she 
said. “He always expected
the best from himself and 
others. He believed in the 
beautiful.”
The exhibit is free and 
open to the public and will 
run through Dec. 7.
After that, several of the 
paintings will be relocated 
throughout GVSU’s cam­
pus, including the new Mary 
Idema Pew Library that will 
be completed this spring. r 
spendowski@ 
lanthorn.cbm
EXPERT CARE
ON CAMPUS
Discover the Metro Health difference at the 
GVSU Campus Health Center and right down 
the road at Metro Health Allendale. We offer a 
wide range of services to meet all your health 
care needs.
• Same-day appointments when you’re sick
• Online scheduling, prescriptions... 
even email your doctor
• Physical therapy' X-ray,
STD testing and lab
• We bill insurance
Campus Health Center 
(616) 252-6030
Metro Health Allendale 
(616)252-3900
i-Metro Health
metrohealth.net
Professor uses photography from 
Ghana research trip in Red Wall
Free Gym Membership 
Private Patios 
Built in Book Cases 
Furnished Studios 
1 and 2 Bedrooms 
Flexible Lease Terms
RENT INCLUDES:
Water, Sewer, Trash & Snow Removal
Still need a room for 2012-13?
48 west apartments and town 
homes has a room for you
We have great deals on
apartments and town homes
canMove in
i uveuuawtty
trom lA'SV i>n 4>th av c
____ ____
r—t ■pnIfl ft
Single Story Living
gg AUGUST 30, 2012 Grand Valley Lanthorn
MARKETPLACE FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions applyFOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460 classifi eds@lanthorn.com
Announcements Roommates Services
CONTESTS
Win 2 tickets to see Rise 
Against, The Ga&Jignt An­
them. and Hot Water Music
at the
Dettapiex Arena on Septem­
ber 17. Take a pic of your 
best
Lanthorn reading pose, post 
ft on our Faceooofc, get your 
friends to 'tike* ft. ana winl 
Top 2 pictures with the most 
'likes* wn 2 tickets each. 
Postal
faQaixsok.com/gviantriorn.
Happy 21 st Birthday to Kris­
ten Schuftz So giad to have 
you as a friend Your the best 
and I hope you have an 
amazing day.
Savings
With 6 ATMs on campus, you 
Pon t need a bus or car to 
bank with us. Sign up witn 
Lake Michigan Credit Union 
ana get the Max Checking 
account for free No monthly 
fees or minimum balance re­
quirements and free real-tme 
24-hour online banking Cat 
616J242.9790 or visit 
www.j-MCu.org to start 
todayf
walk to stop Diabetes
America*" Diabetes Associa­
tion Annual Step Out Walk To 
Stop Diabetes
October 6, Rosa Parks Circle 
8:00AM Registration 
9:00AM Start
Vlsrt www.diabetas.org/ste- 
PQUigranflrapi&M to sign up a
team, or an individual
» 
WELCOME BACK 
Campus View would like to 
welcome students back to 
QvSU Gooc luck with, 
classes this semester!
Call 616.895.6678 or vist 
CampusViewHousing.com to 
learn more about our housing 
advantages
YOGA
Where's your breath? Offer- 
log Hot Yoga classes. 
Discounted monthly unfim- 
iteo packages and drop n 
classes for students wth I.D. 
Individual counseling anc 
treatment sessions provided 
ay Dr. Sue Ditsworth. a 
licensed Clinical Psycholo­
gist Everyone can benefit 
from yoga! Visit Hearts Jour­
ney wellness today.
Housing Avatable
I am looking far a female to 
takeover my lease at 48 
west The rent is $420, ft «s 
furnished.and it is not a pet 
friendly building ft is on the 
3rd floor, this means that ft 
has vaulted ceilings The apt. 
«s A style and has 4 room 
ana 4 bathrooms Email me 
at wn.tingxdmail.gvsu.ed if 
you are interested or if you 
have any questions.
ROOMMATES 
4 Bedroom house in need of 
a 3rd & 4tn male roommate. 
Approx. $300 or $330 month 
fdepencfcrg on which room) 
including ALL utisttea except 
Cable & Trash Straight Ave 
1/2 miles from GvSU Devos 
Campus and 1 mile from 
downtown (walking distance). 
Large house with plenty of 
extra room for bikes, gear, 
etc. Iceai lease is 1 year 
"owever mere may be room 
for flexibility.
Currently we nave 2 guys liv­
ing in the nouse. 1 graduate 
student anc the other is dual 
enroeec urtoergrao/graduate.
Feel free to call/text/email If 
you harve any questions. 
269-998-5656 
fulleftgPmail.gvsu.edu
Roommates Wanted
Two rooms available in 
AllencoJe Meadows $316 
plus utiiit ec split between ail 
roommates my brother and I 
plus two more roommates. 
Everything is furnished but 
the bedrooms, 
if you're nteresteo email me 
at rudQlprmP-mail.qrvsu.edu
SUBLEASE
Lookmg for a subteaser at 
Hillcrest for the 2012-2013 
school year. Fees are paid 
for in full by me. utilities very 
low. One of the cheapest 
olacec on or off campus. 
Emar fuiiiennPmail.gYSu.Bflu 
Phone (26915686396
HEALTH
GvSu Family Health Center 
welcome’s everybody into 
their health center ana we 
accept patients with or with­
out health insurance. Our 
hours are M-F 9:00 a.m - 
6:00 p.m. W - 1000 a.m - 
6:00 p.m. Lunch: 1:00 p.m. - 
1:46 p.m. Located at 72 
Sheldon Bivd SE Grand 
Rapids. Ml 49603 
616-988-8774 visit our web­
site for more 
^formation: 
www.avsu.eau/fhc
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE 
Far rentals of hiking gear, 
paddling equipment, & yard 
games: visit online 
Cfrwww.gvsueckvaac 
Trips/Clinics Register today 
for FaU12 land or water 
based
programs Caa Gv Outdoor 
Adventure Center 
at 616-331-3226
HOMES FOR RENT 
Available rental homes. 4 
bedrooms. 2 baths, close to 
bus line at Coveil and Lake 
Michigan Dr. $360 par stu­
dent. 4 students, lawn care 
included. Can Jeff Blahnik at 
791 -8i 8*1.
HOUSING
At 48weGt. we are redefining 
student living Our brand new 
rental property is just steps 
away from the GvSu cam­
pus in Allendale You want 
privacy, you got it- with a pri­
vate bedroom and bath in 
each of our one. two, ana 
four
bedroom apartments and 
town houses. You can do ft 
all at 48wesf!
Internships
Wanted
DONORS WANTED 
New donors or donors who 
haven't donated in six 
months or more can receive 
$120 In just 3 donations. 
Look for the BioLffe Plasma 
Services Coupon in this 
paper! Want to learn more 
about BioOfe Plasma 
Services? Go to 
BiOuFEPLASMAcorn or call 
647-4672
Magna Mirrors of America. 
Inc.
Electrical Engineer {Co-op or 
Intern)
Location: Kentwood. Michi­
gan
Salary: $12.90-16.36/hour 
Search ID: 15666866 
Apply by September 17, 
2012
For more Information
GRCC Wellness Department 
Job Title: GRCC Weilness/PE 
internship
Location Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15665578 
Apply By: August 7. 20l3 
For more information visit 
www gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
The Rapidiar
Jo© Titte: Local Art Coverage 
intern
Location Grand Rapios. Ml 
Search Job 10:15565558 
Apply By: September 28.
2012
For more Information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakeOobs
East Grand Rapids Leader­
ship & Youth Development 
Job Title: Program Coordina­
tor
Location: East Grand Rapios. 
Mi
Salary $500 Stipend 
3earch Job ID: *5562563 
Apply By: September 7. 2012 
For more Information visit 
www gvsu .eau.'lakerjobs
www. gvsu. eou/lakerjods
For Sale
2007 Honda CBR 600rr fro 
sale 6600 miles. Very gooc 
condition. Asking price 
$4500 willing to negotiate. 
Please can (231) 392-2704.
FOR SALE
2007 honoa cbr 600rr far 
sale. 6600 miles Very good 
condition. Asking price 
$4600 but wttng to negoti­
ate. Please call (23*1 
392-2704
SUBLEASE 
Looking for a sublease for Housing 
12-13 fall Only. 48 west 
apartment near bus stop and 
commons. Three very cool 
girl roommates. If interested 
call !8iQ‘S99-9*.Q5 or emai 
-omsbnamflil.gvsu.edu
Thank you, Brenna N.
Condominium for sale. 2 
Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms. 1 
mile from QvSU campus. 
$60,000. 616-293-6606. 
www.gritsling com
69th District Court 
Job Title Probation Depart­
ment intern
Location: Grandviile. Ml 
Search ID: 16666823 
Apply by September 16, 
2012
For more Information vls»t 
www gvsj.edu/l3kerjobs
Bradley Productions 
Job Title: Filmmaking Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids. Ml 
Search Job ID: * 5560960 
Apply by September 14. 
2012
For more Information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjods
National Kidney Foundation 
of Mtcftgan
Job Title: Special Events Co­
ordinating intern 
Location: Grand Rapids. Ml 
Search Job ID: 15565584 
Apply By: October 12. 2012 
For more Information visit 
www gvsu.edu/1akerjobs
J2S Group- Meath Force 
Job Title: Accounting totem 
Location Grand Rapios. Ml 
Salary: Unpaid
visit Search Job ID: 15564926 
Apply By: September 6. 2012 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
.,• . ..... ■.
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ACROSS
1 Existed 
4 Obscure 
« Apply lightly
12 Fashionably 
noetaipe
17 Choir 
member
1* City oo the 
Mohawk
20 Actor 
Tognazzi
21 Shrivel up
22 Joe He men 
nit
25 In distress
26 Actress Shire
27 Individual 
perform­
ances
28 Asia s lather
30 Police hdqr*
31 Profited
34 NATO
member
37 Churchill *
Super Crossword wetL*wiWlBd
58 Parasite 101 Football* 3 Type 40 Babe in the
61 Casserole Van 4 Except
8 Monty’s
woods
cover BfOCklm 41 Theater
61 Place of 
ongm
102 Like kids at 
Christmas
milieu
6 What the 42 Arthur ol
65 Pack 103 Drescher of shoe does "Maud#"
pepper* Th# 7 —Rios. 43 Griffon
67 New Deal Nanny* Jamaica greeting
44 Minn*•gey 104 Hollywood 8 Ancient
64 Reggae s award tongue Dover film
Maney
69 "Root*"
108 Banister • Couple 45 Successor
100 Cheeseboard 10 Past 40 Bizarre
Emmy choice 11 Tiny tree 52 Rosemary
winner 110 Je< ol yore 12 Indian or basil
70 Blanc or 114 Fury export 54 Hunk ot
Brook* 115 Encounter 13 Archaic gunk
56 Hook’s 
henchman
72 The Cyrfde 
hit
118Lama 
Ding Dong"
ending
14 Gary Lewis
76 Narcs' org f’61 tune)
119 Dropped the
8 the 58 Transport
77 Sheepish Playboys hit 60 Plot
Place-
80 Neighboi of 
Tenn
81 Tracking
38 Jason Biggs tool
txm 83 Singer
41 Coasted Tort
42 Fugue 84 Spud bud
composer 85 Vote n
46 - Bator 87 Dull
47 Grab all the SO Time and
Krvhory
sound ball
78 Sandra ot 121 "Blue Vetvet" 
*A Summer
ithory 
Oumn role 
54 Pennsyl 
vania port 
81 Crack up 
83 Tax
88 Condemn* 
87 Whereto 
find a 
tennec
82 It may be
take
84 Stringed 
instrument 
96 Macho 
Pioehu 
native
87 Tolkien 
character
88 Attained
123 Merv Gnffm 
creation 
128 Saladvega*
128"— Mar- 
[67 hit)
130 senator 
Helen
131 Mix
132 Cats vessel
133 Craggy hill
134 Paler ot 
Herman* 
Hermit*
135 Lady k>b*tar
DOWN
1 Float on the
breeze
2 Jones of 
"Show 
Boar
18 Lei
16 Phantom 
instrument
18 Skip
21 Beaver* 
dad
23 1 comd 
horse1"
24 Biblical 
book
28 'Mocking- 
bird- singer 
Foxx
32 Attempt to 
equal
33 Oscar - 
Renta
35 Tennyson’s 
Arden
36 Greer org
37 Wades
throuoh a 
crowd
38 Julia of 
"Havana"
62 Bridge 
support
64 Bikini pert
66 Whirlpool
68 Like moun­
tain ax
68 With 117 
Down 
Italian 
statesman
70 Exec’s deg
71 Actor 
Lincoln
73 Shorten a 
sail
74 Hgl
75 59 Ritchie 
Vaters hit
78 Starry
82 Peerce
84 Remnant
68 Carve a
canyon
88 Implement
84 Member of 
the ml.
68 Joke
81 Tons ol time 
83 Hard on the
eyes
85 Author 
Hubbard
98 Brute 
100 Pied a — 
103 Breakfast 
food
105 Get the 
better of
106 Kevin ol
-C|JI •
107 Pad of 
EMT
108 Shipbuilding
need
109 Passed-on
item
111 Fleming and 
Unkietter
112 Cone*- 
quences 
alternative
113 Skater 
Sonja
115 Budge 
117 See 69
Down
116 Fluffy coil 
120 Bruce of
"Coming
Home"
122 "Whether —
124 Medical grp
125 Com portion 
12$ Perch pan 
127 Waup’s
"The Loved
i 2
17
■
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MAGIC MAZE • —MASTER
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions 
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
Band Head Quarter Station
Chess Lock School Task
Concert Old Scout Web
Grand Pay Spy
@ 2012 King Features Synd., Inc. All rights reserved
Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
7 5 4
8 7 6
9 3 6 7
5 9 6
9 3 5
8 6 9
1 4 8
6 5 9
5 7 2
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * ★
★ Moderate * ★ Challenging 
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Feeturee Synd . Inc
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